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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] Modern image and video capture systems may
automatically adjust exposure settings to capture better
quality images. In addition to camera adjustments such
as adjustments to shutter speed or aperture, digital video
capture often also includes digital exposure correction
before storing each captured image. Digital exposure
correction can include processing such as color balanc-
ing and gamma correction. In video capture systems,
these adjustments are usually dynamic, changing the ad-
justments between captured frames as a scene being
captured, changes or as lighting on the scene changes.
Video capture systems may not always produce consist-
ent representations of the same scene over time.
[0002] US 6,215,914 B1 relates to a picture processing
apparatus which can reduce matching errors and shorten
a processing time for matching. In the picture processing
apparatus, a binarization circuit individually binarizes a
pair of object picture signals to generate line picture sig-
nals. A feature point extract circuit extracts a plurality of
feature point pixels for each reference area in the refer-
ence side line picture. A transforming circuit widens a
line width of the search side line picture. A correlation
computation circuit, for each reference area, finds a cor-
relation between each pixel within a search area in the
line picture whose line width has been widened and the
feature point pixels. A composition processing section
composites the pair of object picture signals based on
the correlations.
[0003] US 2003/0095178 A1 shows an adjusting ap-
paratus for adjusting a brightness balance between a pair
of images taken by a stereoscopic camera. The appara-
tus comprises an offset amount adjusting means for ad-
justing a brightness offset of the images and an offset
deviation adjusting means for adjusting a deviation of the
brightness offset between the pair of images by correct-
ing the brightness offset based on a difference of bright-
ness distribution between the pair of images.

SUMMARY

[0004] The invention is defined by the independent
claims. Advantageous embodiments of the invention are
subject to the dependent claims.
[0005] As described herein, an apparatus may com-
prise a processor; and memory coupled to the processor,
the memory comprising executable instructions that,
when executed by the processor, cause the processor
to effectuate operations comprising: generating a
masked reference image by applying a mask to a refer-
ence image of a scene, the masked reference image
comprising a plurality of pixels of the reference frame that
that fall outside the mask, wherein applying the mask
excludes one or more objects within the reference image
that change color or brightness and/or that move be-

tween the reference image and a second image; gener-
ating an exposure adjustment estimate for compensating
a particular pixel value of pixels contained in the masked
reference image by calculating, for each particular pixel
value, the average of the differences of pixel values be-
tween pixels having said particular pixel value in the
masked reference image and corresponding pixels in the
second image of the scene, wherein a corresponding pix-
el in the second image corresponds to a pixel in the
masked reference image when the two pixels represent
the same part of the scene; and generating a compen-
sated image portion of the reference image by adding
the exposure adjustment estimate to the value of pixels
that are both in a compensation portion of the reference
image and also have pixel values equal to the particular
pixel value.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006]

FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 depict an illustrative computing
environment within which exposure adjustment com-
pensation may be performed.
FIG. 3 depicts an illustrative capture device that may
be used in part to implement exposure adjustment
compensation.
FIG. 4 is a flowchart of an illustrative overview of an
exposure adjustment compensation.
FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrative of the Create Com-
pensation Table step of FIG. 4.
FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrative of the Apply Com-
pensation Table step of FIG. 4.
FIG. 7 illustrates an example of a computing system
that may be the multimedia console 103 shown in
FIGS. 1-3.
FIG. 8 illustrates another example of a computing
system that may be the multimedia console 103
shown in FIGS. 1-3.

[0007] Like reference numerals indicate like elements
in the drawings. Elements are not drawn to scale unless
otherwise indicated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0008] This disclosure provides a system and method
to compensate for an unknown difference in exposure
settings used to create two images stored on a computer.
Many computer image processing, video processing, or
computer vision algorithms that use two or more source
frames of video will not work correctly, or not work as
well, if all frames input to the algorithm were not captured
with the same exposure settings. By first estimating the
change due to adjustments in exposure settings, and
then compensating for the adjustments, video process-
ing algorithms can work effectively despite unknown
changes to exposure settings.
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[0009] Adjustments to exposure settings can be a com-
mon problem. In systems such as a video gaming system
with a natural user interface (NUI) capture device (such
as a KINECT image capturing device), the capture device
will run for long periods of time, even hours, without stop-
ping. Capture of quality digital images requires exposure
adjustments to maximize the information stored in the
limited number of bits per pixel recorded, and also to
correct for differences in a sensor’s characteristics and
a display’s characteristics. These adjustments include
color balancing and gamma correction (at capture time,
gamma correction is often called gamma encoding or
compression). Over time the scene being captured will
change. For example, the illumination of the scene may
dim slowly as the sun sets, resulting in a slowing dark-
ening scene. Or a small bright object may move toward
the foreground to take up a large portion of the image,
resulting in a scene with an overall average brightness
increasing. Automatic exposure systems will change the
exposure settings as the scene changes in an attempt
to maximize the quality of the captured images. The ex-
posure setting changes may not change continuously
with the scene changes, but only once a threshold is
reached, causing, for example, infrequent but sudden
changes in exposure settings for a scene that changes
continuously and slowly as a sun sets.
[0010] In some systems exposure compensation can
be done directly. Where image capture components are
well integrated into the video processing components,
the actual exposure control process may be known by
the video processing components, and the exposure con-
trol settings for each frame of video can be communicated
(for example as metadata stored with every frame) from
the capture components to the video processing compo-
nents. In this case, video processing components that
need to compare or otherwise process two images can
compensate for any exposure adjustments using the ex-
act exposure control settings and with the known expo-
sure control process. However, in other systems, the ex-
posure control process and/or the exposure settings
used for any two images may not be known. Designs
using the present disclosure provide a way to compen-
sate for unknown exposure control differences between
two or more images of the same scene.
[0011] Video is not a limiting example application of
the methods disclosed here. While the methods dis-
closed here work with two (or more) images that are cap-
tured from a single camera at two different times (e.g. a
video), methods described here may be applied to any
two images of the same scene. For example, if two sep-
arate cameras take a photo of a scene at the same time
from similar angles (and possibly with different exposure
settings and even different exposure control processes),
then designs based on this disclosure may help compen-
sate for the exposure differences. A specific example of
this would be a stereo camera system with automatic
exposure systems operating independently for each
camera. It should be understood that while the term frame

sometimes implies one picture in a sequence of pictures
taken over time (a video), references in this disclosure
to frames may similarly be interpreted as any two images
of the same scene, whether or not the images come from
the same camera or from different times.
[0012] The first part of an exposure adjustment com-
pensation is to estimate the change due to an adjustment
in exposure settings between two input images. This can
be done by comparing the pixel values of one pixel in the
first frame and another pixel in the second frame, where
both the pixels represent the same portion of the actual
scene. Both pixels could represent, for example, the
same spot on a rug on the floor of the scene in both
pictures. Now, for example, if a pixel in a first frame has
a red value of 10, and the pixel in the second frame cor-
responding to the same portion of the scene has a red
value of 14, and both pixels represent the same spot on
the rug which is presumably not changing color, then it
can be assumed that an exposure adjustment has oc-
curred causing the same red color in the actual scene to
be stored as a 10 in the first frame and a 14 in the second
frame.
[0013] In addition to red, this comparison (and subse-
quent adjustment) can be done for the green or blue value
of a pixel for pixels represented by a red-green-blue
(RGB) color space. Such comparisons can also be done
with other pixel representations, including, as non-limit-
ing examples, three other element color spaces such as
luminance, red-difference chroma, blue-difference chro-
ma (YCrCb), a four element color space such as cyan,
magenta, yellow, key (CMYK), or a single element color
space such as with a grayscale image. Comparison can
also be done with pixel representations of non-visible
light, such as a depth image (an image where the value
of every pixel indicates the distance between an object
in the scene and the sensor, described in more detail
below), or an infrared (IR) image. Comparison and ad-
justments can be done on any numeric pixel represen-
tation, including representations for any type of light, vis-
ible or non-visible.
[0014] Estimates from multiple pixels can be combined
to provide a better estimate of exposure setting adjust-
ments. Digital representations of natural images gener-
ally always contain noise and some sort of average or
aggregating of multiple estimates can provide a less
noisy, or more reliable, estimate. Extending the above
example where one pixel red value increased from 10 to
14 between the first frame and the second frame, there
may be another pixel in the first frame also with a red
value of 10, but whose corresponding pixel in the second
frame has red value of 16. This other pixel provides an
estimate of the effect of exposure changes to be 16 - 10
= 6 instead of 14 - 10 = 4, which was the change estimate
from the first example pixel. These two estimates can be
combined by averaging them, resulting in an average
exposure change of (6 + 4) / 2 = 5 for pixels of red value
10 in the first frame. Such averaging can be straight-
forwardly extended, and perhaps reduce estimate noise,
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by averaging the exposure change of all pixels that start
with a red value of 10 in the first frame. Other methods
of aggregating estimate are also feasible, such as a
weighted average, or a localized average that only ag-
gregates nearby pixels.
[0015] Estimates can also be smoothed across differ-
ent pixel values. For example, the estimated change to
pixels with value 10 can be combined with neighboring
pixel value estimates, such as values 5-9 and values
11-15. There are many ways to combine estimates
across pixel values. For example, a lowpass filter could
be applied, or averaging over a sliding window across
pixel values could be done. Alternately, if a model of the
exposure control process used by the capture system is
known, for example if the capture system uses a specific
non-linear gamma correction curve, then parameters of
that curve could be fit to the estimates for different pixel
values. Such smoothing techniques across pixel values
may be particularly valuable when no estimates can be
made for certain pixel values. For example, if there is no
pixel in the first frame with a red value of 30, then the
estimation process may not produce any estimate for the
pixel red value of 30. A smoothing technique across pixel
values after having created the estimate may solve this
problem.
[0016] A mask can also improve the quality of esti-
mates exposure adjustment effects by eliminating certain
pixels from the estimation process. In particular, it can
be helpful to mask off pixels that break assumptions of
the estimation process. A first possible assumption is that
the actual object has not changed color or brightness, so
that any change in pixel value is due only to exposure
adjustments. If an object changes color, for example a
television screen, this assumption will be broken.
[0017] Another assumption relates to the need to iden-
tify, for a given pixel in a first frame, which pixel in a
second frame represents the same piece of the actual
scene, for example the same spot on a rug. If the two
source images were taken using the same camera
mounted in a fixed position (as may be the case with an
video sensor for a natural user interface attached to a
computer or multimedia gaming device), a reasonable
assumption is that the corresponding second pixel will
simply be the pixel that is in the same location within the
second frame as the pixel in the first frame. For example
the pixel in the third row, second column of the first frame
corresponds to the pixel in the third row, second column
of the second frame. If an object that a pixel represents
moves between the two frames, this assumption will be
broken.
[0018] Estimates can be improved by identifying pixels
that break these or other assumptions of the estimate
process, and then masking those pixels out (not including
them) in the estimation process. Many methods can be
used to determine which pixels to exclude or mask off.
For example, if the system includes a natural user inter-
face that identifies humans and tracks moving objects,
objects that are likely to be changing or moving may be

already identified by the natural user interface. Pixels cor-
responding to those changing or moving objects can then
be masked off during the estimation process. Another
technique for generating masks includes using optical
flow or other computer vision techniques to identify mo-
tion in the image masking those pixels out. Or another
technique for generating masks is to simply set up a
threshold for maximum threshold for pixel value delta,
such that if the difference in value between correspond-
ing pixels is above the threshold, that pixel is masked off
and not included in determining the aggregate difference.
[0019] Moving objects may have masks that move be-
tween frames. Since a pixel from both frames may be
required, the exclusion mask for both frames may be con-
sidered. One way to do this is to logically OR the two
masks together, assuming the masks are represented
as a binary image with 1 = exclude a pixel, and 0 = include
a pixel in the estimation calculation. The result is that
only pixels that fall outside the mask in both frames will
be used as input to estimate the exposure adjustment
effect.
[0020] Other designs may track moving objects, and
instead of simply masking out such objects, the motion
estimates can be used to compensate for the motion by
determining which pixels in a first frame correspond to
which pixels in the second frame. What is important for
pixel correspondence is not that the pixels are in the sam-
ple place in the frame of the image, but rather that the
pixels represent the same spot of an object in the scene.
So if, for example, a ball is moving across a scene, in-
stead of masking off the ball, motion information gener-
ated, for example, by a natural user interface could be
used to determine which pixels in the first frame corre-
spond to which pixels in the second frame while estimat-
ing the exposure adjustment effect.
[0021] Tracking of object locations can also be used
in designs where two different cameras produce the two
source images, or where a single camera is not fixed but
moves, capturing the two images. Anything from a simple
global motion vector to a complex warping and masking
can be used to register objects between the two source
frames. Such a motion vector or warping can be used to
determine which pixels in the first frame get paired with
(correspond to) which pixels in a second frame.
[0022] After an estimate is made, it can be applied to
either source image before finally doing the desired video
processing operation. An estimate of exposure adjust-
ment effects can indicate, for every possible first source
frame value or color, what the value of color in the second
source frame should be. A design with such a mapping
of input color values to output color values is a look-up
table, sometimes called a color look-up table (CLUT). A
design with an effect estimate is in the form of a look-up
table with entries indicating the change from the first
frame to the second frame. Such a look-up table can be
applied to the first frame. This results in a compensated
first frame that can then be used with the original second
frame in any subsequent processing operation. Alter-
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nately, the inverse look-up table, whose entries indicate
a first frame pixel value given a second frame pixel value,
can be applied to the second frame instead of the first.
[0023] In some implementations, the estimate need
not be applied to an entire image (either first or second),
but only a portion of an image. In some cases the portion
that the estimate is applied to may be only a portion that
was masked off while creating the estimate.
[0024] Implementations are not limited to two source
frames. Image or video processing operations that re-
quire more than two input frames may require exposure
adjustment compensation for all input frames. In this
case, an implementation may include separately estimat-
ing the exposure adjustment effect between a single ref-
erence frame and all other frames, and then applying the
separate estimates to the other frames separately, com-
pensating them all to correspond back to the exposure
settings of the reference frame. A multi-frame video
processing operation can then be applied to the entire
group of images (sometime called a group of pictures, or
GOP).
[0025] The image or video processing operations that
can follow a correction for exposure adjustment are quite
varied. Many computer vision and machine types of op-
erations require more than one input frame and can ben-
efit from the exposure adjustment correction or compen-
sation. Example categories of computer vision opera-
tions include video tracking, object recognition, motion
estimation, and image restoration. A computer with a nat-
ural user interface which uses one or more cameras to
detect human body parts or small physical gestures is a
more specific application of some computer vision or ma-
chine vision operations. A natural user interface system
with a light sensing device such as XBOX KINECT can
use video processing operations to measure a person’s
heart rate with only a video image of their face by tracking
very slight changes in the color of the skin that correspond
to the beats of the person’s heart. Measuring such small
changes in coloring requires a very stable image of the
person’s face, and changes in the face due to exposure
correction are problematic. Measuring a person’s heart
rate via a video camera is a specific example of video
processing that can be improved with implementations
for compensation of exposure adjustments.
[0026] Turning to the drawings, FIG. 1 shows an illus-
trative computing environment 100 in which the present
exposure adjustment compensation may be implement-
ed. It is emphasized that the environment 100 is intended
to be illustrative and that other environments which in-
clude other types of devices, applications, and usage
scenarios may also be able to use the principles de-
scribed herein. The environment 100 includes a comput-
ing platform such as multimedia console 103 that is typ-
ically configured for running gaming and non-gaming ap-
plications using local and/or networked programming
and content, playing pre-recorded multimedia such as
optical discs including DVDs (Digital Versatile Discs) and
CDs (Compact Discs), streaming multimedia from a net-

work, participating in social media, browsing the Internet
and other networked media and content, or the like using
a coupled audio/visual display 108, such as a television.
[0027] The multimedia console 103 in this example is
operatively coupled to a capture device 113 which may
be implemented using one or more video cameras that
are configured to visually monitor a physical space 116
(indicated generally by the dashed line in FIG. 1) that is
occupied by a user 119 standing on a rug 118. As de-
scribed below in more detail, the capture device 113 is
configured to capture, track, and analyze the movements
and/or gestures of the user 119 so that they can be used
as controls that may be employed to affect, for example,
an application or an operating system running on the mul-
timedia console 103. Various motions of the hands 121
or other body parts of the user 119 may correspond to
common system wide tasks such as selecting a game or
other application from a main user interface. The capture
device 113 is also configured to capture any objects in
the scene comprising the physical space 116 other than
the user 119, such as the rug 118, and the spot 110 on
the rug 118.
[0028] For example as shown in FIG. 1, the user 119
can navigate among selectable objects 122 that include
various icons 1251-N that are shown on the coupled dis-
play 108, browse through items in a hierarchical menu,
open a file, close a file, save a file, or the like. In addition,
the user 119 may use movements and/or gestures to
end, pause, or save a game, select a level, view high
scores, communicate with a friend, etc. Virtually any con-
trollable aspect of an operating system and/or application
may be controlled by movements of the user 119. A full
range of motion of the user 119 may be available, used,
and analyzed in any suitable manner to interact with an
application or operating system that executes in the en-
vironment 100.
[0029] The capture device 113 can also be used to
capture, track, and analyze movements by the user 119
to control gameplay as a gaming application executes
on the multimedia console 103. For example, as shown
in FIG. 2, a gaming application such as a boxing game
uses the display 108 to provide a visual representation
of a boxing opponent to the user 119 as well as a visual
representation of a player avatar that the user 119 may
control with his or her movements. The user 119 may
make movements (e.g., throwing a punch) in the physical
space 116 to cause the player avatar to make a corre-
sponding movement in the game space. Movements of
the user 119 may be recognized and analyzed in the
physical space 116 such that corresponding movements
for game control of the player avatar in the game space
are performed.
[0030] Gaming applications supported by the multime-
dia console 103 provide an exemplary context in which
the present exposure adjustment compensation may be
advantageously utilized. For example, in the boxing
game discussed above, a game designer may wish to
add a game feature in which a user’s heartrate is moni-
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tored along with other factors (such as number of punch-
es thrown and landed per round) as an indication of the
user’s performance, skill, or fitness level. It will be further
appreciated that heartrate tracking may be useful in other
contexts including both gaming and non-gaming con-
texts. As discussed above, heartrate tracking can be im-
proved with exposure adjustment compensation. Addi-
tionally, many of the natural user interface functions for
tracking and detecting user 119 for boxing game input
may be improved by exposure adjustment compensa-
tion.
[0031] FIG. 3 shows illustrative functional components
of the capture device 113 that may be used as part of a
target recognition, analysis, and tracking system 300 to
recognize human and non-human targets in a capture
area of the physical space 116 (FIG. 1) without the use
of special sensing devices attached to the subjects,
uniquely identify them, and track them in three-dimen-
sional space. System 300 may provide input to or a part
of a natural user interface system. The capture device
113 may be configured to capture video with depth infor-
mation including a depth image that may include depth
values via any suitable technique including, for example,
time-of-flight, structured light, stereo image, or the like.
In some implementations, the capture device 113 may
organize the calculated depth information into "Z layers,"
or layers that may be perpendicular to a Z-axis extending
from the depth camera along its line of sight.
[0032] As shown in FIG. 3, the capture device 113 in-
cludes an image camera component 303. The image
camera component 303 may be configured to operate
as a depth camera that may capture a depth image of a
scene. The depth image may include a two-dimensional
(2D) pixel area of the captured scene where each pixel
in the 2D pixel area may represent a depth value such
as a distance in, for example, centimeters, millimeters,
or the like of an object in the captured scene from the
camera. In this example, the image camera component
303 includes an IR light component 306, an IR camera
311, and a visible light RGB camera 314.
[0033] Various techniques may be used to capture
depth video frames. For example, in time-of-flight anal-
ysis, the IR light component 306 of the capture device
113 may emit an infrared light onto the capture area and
may then detect the backscattered light from the surface
of one or more targets and objects in the capture area
using, for example, the IR camera 311 and/or the RGB
camera 314. In some implementations, pulsed infrared
light may be used such that the time between an outgoing
light pulse and a corresponding incoming light pulse may
be measured and used to determine a physical distance
from the capture device 113 to a particular location on
the targets or objects in the capture area. Additionally,
the phase of the outgoing light wave may be compared
to the phase of the incoming light wave to determine a
phase shift. The phase shift may then be used to deter-
mine a physical distance from the capture device to a
particular location on the targets or objects. Time-of-flight

analysis may be used to indirectly determine a physical
distance from the capture device 113 to a particular lo-
cation on the targets or objects by analyzing the intensity
of the reflected beam of light over time via various tech-
niques including, for example, shuttered light pulse im-
aging.
[0034] In other implementations, the capture device
113 may use structured light to capture depth informa-
tion. In such an analysis, patterned light (i.e., light dis-
played as a known pattern such as a grid pattern or a
stripe pattern) may be projected onto the capture area
via, for example, the IR light component 306. Upon strik-
ing the surface of one or more targets or objects in the
capture area, the pattern may become deformed in re-
sponse. Such a deformation of the pattern may be cap-
tured by, for example, by the IR camera 311 and/or the
RGB camera 314 and may then be analyzed to determine
a physical distance from the capture device to a particular
location on the targets or objects.
[0035] The capture device 113 may use two or more
physically separated cameras that may view a capture
area from different angles, to obtain visual stereo data
that may be resolved to generate depth information. Oth-
er types of depth image arrangements using single or
multiple cameras can also be used to create a depth im-
age. The capture device 113 may further include a mi-
crophone 318. The microphone 318 may include a trans-
ducer or sensor that may receive and convert sound into
an electrical signal. The microphone 318 may be used
to reduce feedback between the capture device 113 and
the multimedia console 103 in the target recognition,
analysis, and tracking system 300. Additionally, the mi-
crophone 318 may be used to receive audio signals that
may also be provided by the user 119 to control applica-
tions such as game applications, non-game applications,
or the like that may be executed by the multimedia con-
sole 103.
[0036] The capture device 113 may further include a
processor 325 that may be in operative communication
with the image camera component 303 over a bus 328.
The processor 325 may include a standardized proces-
sor, a specialized processor, a microprocessor, or the
like that may execute instructions that may include in-
structions for storing profiles, receiving the depth image,
determining whether a suitable target may be included
in the depth image, converting the suitable target into a
skeletal representation or model of the target, or any oth-
er suitable instruction. The capture device 113 may fur-
ther include a memory component 332 that may store
the instructions that may be executed by the processor
325, images or frames of images captured by the cam-
eras, user profiles or any other suitable information, im-
ages, or the like. According to one example, the memory
component 332 may include random access memory
(RAM), read only memory (ROM), cache, Flash memory,
a hard disk, or any other suitable storage component. As
shown in FIG. 3, the memory component 332 may be a
separate component in communication with the image
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capture component 303 and the processor 325. Alterna-
tively, the memory component 332 may be integrated
into the processor 325 and/or the image capture compo-
nent 303. In one implementation, some or all of the com-
ponents 303, 306, 311, 314, 318, 325, 328, and 332 of
the capture device 113 are located in a single housing.
[0037] The capture device 113 operatively communi-
cates with the multimedia console 103 over a communi-
cation link 335. The communication link 335 may be a
wired connection including, for example, a USB (Univer-
sal Serial Bus) connection, a Firewire connection, an Eth-
ernet cable connection, or the like and/or a wireless con-
nection such as a wireless 802.11 connection. The mul-
timedia console 103 can provide a clock to the capture
device 113 that may be used to determine when to cap-
ture, for example, a scene via the communication link
335. The capture device 113 may provide the depth in-
formation and images captured by, for example, the IR
camera 311 and/or the RGB camera 314, including a
skeletal model and/or facial tracking model that may be
generated by the capture device 113, to the multimedia
console 103 via the communication link 335. The multi-
media console 103 may then use the skeletal and/or fa-
cial tracking models, depth information, and captured im-
ages to, for example, create a virtual screen, adapt the
user interface, and control an application.
[0038] A motion tracking engine 341 uses the skeletal
and/or facial tracking models and the depth information
to provide a control output to one or more applications
(representatively indicated by an application 345 in FIG.
3) running on the multimedia console 103 to which the
capture device 113 is coupled. The information may also
be used by a gesture recognition engine 351, depth im-
age processing engine 354, operating system 359,
and/or exposure adjustment compensation engine 362.
The depth image processing engine 354 uses the depth
images to track motion of objects, such as the user and
other objects. The depth image processing engine 354
will typically report to operating system 359 an identifi-
cation of each object detected and the location of the
object for each frame. The operating system 359 can use
that information to update the position or movement of
an avatar, for example, or other images shown on the
display 108, or to perform an action on the user interface.
[0039] The gesture recognition engine 351 may use a
gestures library (not shown) that can include a collection
of gesture filters, each comprising information concern-
ing a gesture that may be performed, for example, by a
skeletal model (as the user moves). The gesture recog-
nition engine 351 may compare the frames captured by
the capture device 113 in the form of the skeletal model
and movements associated with it to the gesture filters
in the gesture library to identify when a user (as repre-
sented by the skeletal model) has performed one or more
gestures. Those gestures may be associated with vari-
ous controls of an application. Thus, the multimedia con-
sole 103 may employ the gestures library to interpret
movements of the skeletal model and to control an op-

erating system or an application running on the multime-
dia console based on the movements.
[0040] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of an illustrative overview
of an exposure adjustment compensation. Process 400
is an illustrative example of a possible implementation of
exposure compensation engine 362 of FIG. 3. The proc-
ess 400 starts with capturing a first image 415 using a
first set of exposure settings, and capturing a second
image 420 using a second set of exposure settings. If
the input is a video, the second frame will be captured at
some point after the first frame but the frames need not
be sequential. In an alternate implementation, as de-
scribed above, the two input frames need not be from a
video or from the same camera or from different capture
times, and instead may be captured at the same time
using two different cameras.
[0041] A compensation table is created in 425 using a
mask and the two captured images. An example process
for this is illustrated in FIG. 5. The design of FIG. 4 as-
sumes the compensation table is intended to compen-
sate the first image (or a portion thereof) to create a ver-
sion of the first image that would be as though the first
image were captured with the exposure settings of the
second image. Accordingly, in 430, the compensation
table is applied to a portion of the first image. The portion
used is the portion desired to perform a video processing
operation in step 435. An example process for this is
illustrated in FIG. 6. As discussed above, an alternate
implementation includes a table that is the inverse of this
compensation table, and would be used to create a ver-
sion of the second image as though it had been captured
with the first image’s exposure settings.
[0042] Finally, a video processing operation is per-
formed in 435 using the second image and the compen-
sated portion of the first image. Process 400 ends at 440.
[0043] FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrative of the Create
Compensation Table step of FIG. 4. The process 500
starts in 510, and values are initialized to 0 for all elements
of the Table[] array and a Count[] array. The sizes of the
Table[] and Count[] arrays are the same, and in this im-
plementation the array sizes are equal to the number of
pixel values for the input images. For example, if the pixel
values being considered are represented by eight-bit
numbers, the array sizes will be 256.
[0044] Steps 525 to 550 are a loop over all pixels in
the first frame. At step 525, the loop variable i is initialized
correspond to the first pixel in the first frame. As described
above, a mask is used to eliminate the pixels in the first
frame that are likely due to a poor basis for estimating
the compensation table. The mask may include moving
objects, and may include the portion of the images for
which a video processing operation is to be applied in
step 435 of FIG. 4. The masking happens in step 530 by
testing if the pixel indicated by loop variable i is in the
mask. If it is in the mask, then the loop moves immediately
to the next i (the next pixel) in step 535. If i is not in the
mask, the current pixel i is used for estimating the com-
pensation table in steps 540 and 545. In step 540, the
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Table[] entry for the value of pixel i of the first frame is
incremented by the amount of difference between the
value of pixel i in the first frame and the second frame.
This implementation assumes, for example, a static cam-
era and a static scene outside the masked area, such
that the ith pixel location in first frame represents the same
part of the captured scene as the ith pixel location in the
second frame. In step 545, a count is incremented cor-
responding to Table[] entry that was modified. In step
550, if i is not the last pixel in the first frame, the loop
continues to step 535. After looping through all pixels in
the first frame, in step 555 all Table[] entries are normal-
ized by the number of pixel differences that were added
to each. The end result should be a Table[] array with
every entry being an average pixel value difference for
each pixel value in frame one (outside the mask).
[0045] FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrative of the Apply
Compensation Table step of FIG. 4. The process 600
starts at 610. The entire process is a loop, including steps
615-630, through all the pixels in the portion of interest
of the first image. The portion of interest is the portion of
frame one for which the video processing operation of
step 435 in FIG. 4 is to be applied. In step 615, loop
variable i is initialized to the first pixel in the portion. Then
in step 620, for every pixel i, the compensated portion
image is determined to be the value of that pixel in first
frame plus the compensation table entry for that first
frame pixel value. The compensation table (Table[] in the
FIG. 6), is the table created in FIG. 5. Finally, if i has
reached the end of the portion of interest, process 600
ends at 635, otherwise i is incremented to the next pixel
in the portion in step 630.
[0046] FIG. 7 illustrates an example implementation of
a computing system that may be the multimedia console
103 shown in FIGS. 1-3 used to implement an exposure
adjustment compensation and to track motion and/or an-
imate (or otherwise update) an avatar or other on-screen
object displayed by an application. The computing sys-
tem such as the multimedia console 103 described above
with respect to FIGS. 1-2 may be a multimedia console,
such as a gaming console. As shown in FIG. 7, the mul-
timedia console 700 has a central processing unit (CPU)
701 having a level 1 cache 702, a level 2 cache 704, and
a flash ROM (Read Only Memory) 706. The level 1 cache
702 and a level 2 cache 704 temporarily store data and
hence reduce the number of memory access cycles,
thereby improving processing speed and throughput.
The CPU 701 may be provided having more than one
core, and thus, additional level 1 and level 2 caches 702
and 704. The flash ROM 706 may store executable code
that is loaded during an initial phase of a boot process
when the multimedia console 700 is powered ON.
[0047] A graphics processing unit (GPU) 708 and a
video encoder/video codec (coder/decoder) 714 form a
video processing pipeline for high speed and high reso-
lution graphics processing. Data is carried from the
graphics processing unit 708 to the video encoder/video
codec 714 via a bus. The video processing pipeline out-

puts data to an A/V (audio/video) port 740 for transmis-
sion to a television or other display. A memory controller
710 is connected to the GPU 708 to facilitate processor
access to various types of memory 712, such as, but not
limited to, a RAM (Random Access Memory).
[0048] The multimedia console 700 includes an I/O
controller 720, a system management controller 722, an
audio processing unit 723, a network interface 724, a first
USB host controller 726, a second USB controller 728
and a front panel I/O subassembly 730 that are preferably
implemented on a module 718. The USB controllers 726
and 728 serve as hosts for peripheral controllers 742(1)-
742(2), a wireless adapter 748, and an external memory
device 746 (e.g., flash memory, external CD/DVD ROM
drive, removable media, etc.). The network interface 724
and/or wireless adapter 748 provide access to a network
(e.g., the Internet, home network, etc.) and may be any
of a wide variety of various wired or wireless adapter
components including an Ethernet card, a modem, a
Bluetooth module, a cable modem, and the like.
[0049] System memory 743 is provided to store appli-
cation data that is loaded during the boot process. A me-
dia drive 744 is provided and may comprise a DVD/CD
drive, Blu-Ray drive, hard disk drive, or other removable
media drive, etc. The media drive 744 may be internal or
external to the multimedia console 700. Application data
may be accessed via the media drive 744 for execution,
playback, etc. by the multimedia console 700. The media
drive 744 is connected to the I/O controller 720 via a bus,
such as a Serial ATA bus or other high speed connection
(e.g., IEEE 1394).
[0050] The system management controller 722 pro-
vides a variety of service functions related to assuring
availability of the multimedia console 700. The audio
processing unit 723 and an audio codec 732 form a cor-
responding audio processing pipeline with high fidelity
and stereo processing. Audio data is carried between the
audio processing unit 723 and the audio codec 732 via
a communication link. The audio processing pipeline out-
puts data to the A/V port 740 for reproduction by an ex-
ternal audio player or device having audio capabilities.
[0051] The front panel I/O subassembly 730 supports
the functionality of the power button 750 and the eject
button 752, as well as any LEDs (light emitting diodes)
or other indicators exposed on the outer surface of the
multimedia console 700. A system power supply module
736 provides power to the components of the multimedia
console 700. A fan 738 cools the circuitry within the mul-
timedia console 700.
[0052] The CPU 701, GPU 708, memory controller
710, and various other components within the multimedia
console 700 are interconnected via one or more buses,
including serial and parallel buses, a memory bus, a pe-
ripheral bus, and a processor or local bus using any of a
variety of bus architectures. By way of example, such
architectures can include a Peripheral Component Inter-
connects (PCI) bus, PCI-Express bus, etc.
[0053] When the multimedia console 700 is powered
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ON, application data may be loaded from the system
memory 743 into memory 712 and/or caches 702, 704
and executed on the CPU 701. The application may
present a graphical user interface that provides a con-
sistent user experience when navigating to different me-
dia types available on the multimedia console 700. In
operation, applications and/or other media contained
within the media drive 744 may be launched or played
from the media drive 744 to provide additional function-
alities to the multimedia console 700.
[0054] The multimedia console 700 may be operated
as a standalone system by simply connecting the system
to a television or other display. In this standalone mode,
the multimedia console 700 allows one or more users to
interact with the system, watch movies, or listen to music.
However, with the integration of broadband connectivity
made available through the network interface 724 or the
wireless adapter 748, the multimedia console 700 may
further be operated as a participant in a larger network
community.
[0055] When the multimedia console 700 is powered
ON, a set amount of hardware resources are reserved
for system use by the multimedia console operating sys-
tem. These resources may include a reservation of mem-
ory (e.g., 16MB), CPU and GPU cycles (e.g., 5%), net-
working bandwidth (e.g., 8 Kbps), etc. Because these
resources are reserved at system boot time, the reserved
resources do not exist from the application’s view.
[0056] In particular, the memory reservation preferably
is large enough to contain the launch kernel, concurrent
system applications, and drivers. The CPU reservation
is preferably constant such that if the reserved CPU us-
age is not used by the system applications, an idle thread
will consume any unused cycles.
[0057] With regard to the GPU reservation, lightweight
messages generated by the system applications (e.g.,
popups) are displayed by using a GPU interrupt to sched-
ule code to render popup into an overlay. The amount of
memory required for an overlay depends on the overlay
area size and the overlay preferably scales with screen
resolution. Where a full user interface is used by the con-
current system application, it is preferable to use a res-
olution independent of application resolution. A scaler
may be used to set this resolution such that the need to
change frequency and cause a TV resynch is eliminated.
[0058] After the multimedia console 700 boots and sys-
tem resources are reserved, concurrent system applica-
tions execute to provide system functionalities. The sys-
tem functionalities are encapsulated in a set of system
applications that execute within the reserved system re-
sources described above. The operating system kernel
identifies threads that are system application threads ver-
sus gaming application threads. The system applications
are preferably scheduled to run on the CPU 701 at pre-
determined times and intervals in order to provide a con-
sistent system resource view to the application. The
scheduling is to minimize cache disruption for the gaming
application running on the console.

[0059] When a concurrent system application requires
audio, audio processing is scheduled asynchronously to
the gaming application due to time sensitivity. A multi-
media console application manager (described below)
controls the gaming application audio level (e.g., mute,
attenuate) when system applications are active.
[0060] Input devices (e.g., controllers 742(1) and
742(2)) are shared by gaming applications and system
applications. The input devices are not reserved resourc-
es, but are to be switched between system applications
and the gaming application such that each will have a
focus of the device. The application manager preferably
controls the switching of input stream, without the gaming
application’s knowledge and a driver maintains state in-
formation regarding focus switches. The cameras 226,
228 and capture device 120 may define additional input
devices for the console 700 via USB controller 726 or
other interface.
[0061] FIG. 8 illustrates another example of a comput-
ing system 820 that may be the multimedia console 103
shown in FIGS. 1-3 used to implement an exposure ad-
justment compensation and to track motion and/or ani-
mate (or otherwise update) an avatar or other on-screen
object displayed by an application. The computing sys-
tem 820 is only one example of a suitable computing
system and is not intended to suggest any limitation as
to the scope of use or functionality of the presently dis-
closed subject matter. Neither should the computing sys-
tem 820 be interpreted as having any dependency or
requirement relating to any one or combination of com-
ponents illustrated in the exemplary computing system
820. In some implementations the various depicted com-
puting elements may include circuitry configured to in-
stantiate specific aspects of the present disclosure. For
example, the term circuitry used in the disclosure can
include specialized hardware components configured to
perform function(s) by firmware or switches. In other ex-
ample implementations the term circuitry can include a
general purpose processing unit, memory, etc., config-
ured by software instructions that embody logic operable
to perform function(s). In example implementations
where circuitry includes a combination of hardware and
software, an implementer may write source code embod-
ying logic and the source code can be compiled into ma-
chine readable code that can be processed by the gen-
eral purpose processing unit. Since one skilled in the art
can appreciate that the state of the art has evolved to a
point where there is little difference between hardware,
software, or a combination of hardware/software, the se-
lection of hardware versus software to effectuate specific
functions is a design choice left to an implementer. More
specifically, one of skill in the art can appreciate that a
software process can be transformed into an equivalent
hardware structure, and a hardware structure can itself
be transformed into an equivalent software process.
Thus, the selection of a hardware implementation versus
a software implementation is one of design choice and
left to the implementer.
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[0062] In addition, functionally described herein as
software can be performed, at least in part, by one or
more hardware logic components. For example, and
without limitation, illustrative types of hardware logic
components that can be used include Field-programma-
ble Gate Arrays (FPGAs), Application-specific Integrated
Circuits (ASICs), Application-specific Standard Products
(ASSPs), System-on-a-chip systems (SOCs), Complex
Programmable Logic Devices (CPLDs), etc.
[0063] Computing system 820 comprises a computer
841, which typically includes a variety of computer read-
able media. Computer readable media can be any avail-
able media that can be accessed by computer 841 and
includes both volatile and nonvolatile media, removable
and non-removable media. The system memory 822 in-
cludes computer storage media in the form of volatile
and/or nonvolatile memory such as read only memory
(ROM) 823 and random access memory (RAM) 460. A
basic input/output system 824 (BIOS), containing the ba-
sic routines that help to transfer information between el-
ements within computer 841, such as during start-up, is
typically stored in ROM 823. RAM 460 typically contains
data and/or program modules that are immediately ac-
cessible to and/or presently being operated on by
processing unit 859. By way of example and not limita-
tion, FIG. 4 illustrates operating system 825, application
programs 826, other program modules 827, and program
data 828.
[0064] The computer 841 may also include other re-
movable/non-removable, volatile/nonvolatile computer
storage media. By way of example only, FIG. 8 illustrates
a hard disk drive 838 that reads from or writes to non-
removable, nonvolatile magnetic media, a magnetic disk
drive 839 that reads from or writes to a removable, non-
volatile magnetic disk 854, and an optical disk drive 840
that reads from or writes to a removable, nonvolatile op-
tical disk 853 such as a CD ROM or other optical media.
Other removable/nonremovable, volatile/nonvolatile
computer storage media that can be used in the exem-
plary operating environment include, but are not limited
to, magnetic tape cassettes, flash memory cards, digital
versatile disks, digital video tape, solid state RAM, solid
state ROM, and the like. The hard disk drive 838 is typ-
ically connected to the system bus 821 through a nonre-
movable memory interface such as interface 834, and
magnetic disk drive 839 and optical disk drive 840 are
typically connected to the system bus 821 by a removable
memory interface, such as interface 835.
[0065] The drives and their associated computer stor-
age media discussed above and illustrated in FIG. 8, pro-
vide storage of computer readable instructions, data
structures, program modules, and other data for the com-
puter 841. In FIG. 8, for example, hard disk drive 838 is
illustrated as storing operating system 858, application
programs 857, other program modules 856, and program
data 855. Note that these components can either be the
same as or different from operating system 825, appli-
cation programs 826, other program modules 827, and

program data 828. Operating system 858, application
programs 857, other program modules 856, and program
data 855 are given different numbers here to illustrate
that, at a minimum, they are different copies. A user may
enter commands and information into the computer 841
through input devices such as a keyboard 851 and point-
ing device 852, commonly referred to as a mouse, track-
ball, or touch pad. Other input devices (not shown) may
include a microphone, joystick, game pad, satellite dish,
scanner, or the like. These and other input devices are
often connected to the processing unit 859 through a
user input interface 836 that is coupled to the system
bus, but may be connected by other interface and bus
structures, such as a parallel port, game port or a univer-
sal serial bus (USB). The cameras 226, 228 and capture
device 120 may define additional input devices for the
computing system 820 that connect via user input inter-
face 836. A monitor 842 or other type of display device
is also connected to the system bus 821 via an interface,
such as a video interface 832. In addition to the monitor,
computers may also include other peripheral output de-
vices such as speakers 844 and printer 843, which may
be connected through an output peripheral interface 833.
Capture device 120 may connect to computing system
820 via output peripheral interface 833, network interface
837, or other interface.
[0066] Note that memory or storage, discussed in re-
lation to FIGs. 7 and 8 or elsewhere in this disclosure,
may comprise a storage medium having a concrete, tan-
gible, physical structure. As is known, a signal does not
have a concrete, tangible, physical structure. Memory,
as well as any computer-readable storage medium de-
scribed herein, is not to be construed as a signal. The
memory, as well as any computer-readable storage me-
dium described herein, is not to be construed as a tran-
sient signal. The memory, as well as any computer-read-
able storage medium described herein, is not to be con-
strued as a propagating signal. The memory, as well as
any computer-readable storage medium described here-
in, is to be construed as an article of manufacture having
a concrete, tangible, physical structure.
[0067] The computer 841 may operate in a networked
environment using logical connections to one or more
remote computers, such as a remote computer 846. The
remote computer 846 may be a personal computer, a
server, a router, a network PC, a peer device, or other
common network node, and typically includes many or
all of the elements described above relative to the com-
puter 841, although only a memory storage device 847
has been illustrated in FIG. 4. The logical connections
depicted include a local area network (LAN) 845 and a
wide area network (WAN) 849, but may also include other
networks. Such networking environments are common-
place in offices, enterprise-wide computer networks, in-
tranets and the Internet.
[0068] When used in a LAN networking environment,
the computer 841 is connected to the LAN 845 through
a network interface 837. When used in a WAN networking
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environment, the computer 841 typically includes a mo-
dem 850 or other means for establishing communications
over the WAN 849, such as the Internet. The modem
850, which may be internal or external, may be connected
to the system bus 821 via the user input interface 836,
or other appropriate mechanism. In a networked envi-
ronment, program modules depicted relative to the com-
puter 841, or portions thereof, may be stored in the re-
mote memory storage device. By way of example, and
not limitation, FIG. 4 illustrates application programs 848
as residing on memory device 847. It will be appreciated
that the network connections shown are exemplary and
other means of establishing a communications link be-
tween the computers may be used.

Claims

1. An apparatus (103) comprising:

a processor; and
memory coupled to the processor, the memory
comprising executable instructions that, when
executed by the processor, cause the processor
to effectuate operations comprising:

generating a masked reference image by
applying a mask to a reference image of a
scene, the masked reference image com-
prising a plurality of pixels of the reference
image that fall outside the mask, wherein
applying the mask excludes one or more
objects within the reference image that
change color or brightness and/or that move
between the reference image and a second
image;
generating an exposure adjustment esti-
mate for compensating a particular pixel
value of pixels contained in the masked ref-
erence image by calculating, for each par-
ticular pixel value, the average of the differ-
ences of pixel values between pixels having
said particular pixel value in the masked ref-
erence image and corresponding pixels in
the second image of the scene, wherein a
corresponding pixel in the second image
corresponds to a pixel in the masked refer-
ence image when the two pixels represent
the same part of the scene; and
generating a compensated image portion of
the reference image by adding the exposure
adjustment estimate to the value of pixels
that are both in a compensation portion of
the reference image and also have pixel val-
ues equal to the particular pixel value.

2. The apparatus (103) of claim 1, the operations fur-
ther comprising: generating the mask by logically

ORing a binary mask for the reference image with a
binary mask for the second image.

3. The apparatus (103) of claim 1 or 2, the operations
further comprising: determining a heartrate of a per-
son represented as an object in the reference image
and the second image based on the compensated
image portion of the reference image and portion of
the second image corresponding to the compensa-
tion portion and based on changes in the color of the
person’s skin.

4. The apparatus (103) of claim 1, 2 or 3, wherein the
pixel values represent at least one of: red, green,
blue, luminance, red-difference chroma, blue-differ-
ence chroma, or infrared, or a portion of the light
spectrum.

5. A method comprising:

generating a masked reference image by apply-
ing a mask to a reference image of a scene, the
masked reference image comprising a plurality
of pixels of the reference image that fall outside
the mask wherein applying the mask excludes
one or more objects within the reference image
that change color or brightness and/or that move
between the reference image and a second im-
age;
generating an exposure adjustment estimate for
compensating a particular pixel value of pixels
contained in the masked reference image by cal-
culating, for each particular pixel value, the av-
erage of the differences of pixel values between
pixels having said particular pixel value in the
masked reference image and corresponding
pixels in the second image of the scene, wherein
a corresponding pixel in the second image cor-
responds to a pixel in the masked reference im-
age when the two pixels represent the same part
of the scene; and
generating a compensated image portion of the
reference image by adding the exposure adjust-
ment estimate to the value of pixels that are both
in a compensation portion of the reference im-
age and also have pixel values equal to the par-
ticular pixel value.

Patentansprüche

1. Einrichtung (103), umfassend:

einen Prozessor; und
Speicher, der mit dem Prozessor gekoppelt ist,
wobei der Speicher ausführbare Anweisungen
umfasst, die, wenn von dem Prozessor ausge-
führt, den Prozessor veranlassen, Operationen
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zu bewirken, umfassend:

Erzeugen eines maskierten Referenzbilds,
indem eine Maske auf ein Referenzbild ei-
ner Szene aufgebracht wird, wobei das
maskierte Referenzbild eine Vielzahl von
Pixeln des Referenzbilds umfasst, die au-
ßerhalb der Maske liegen, wobei Aufbrin-
gen der Maske, ein oder mehrere Objekte
innerhalb des Referenzbilds ausschließt,
die Farbe oder Helligkeit ändern und/oder
die sich zwischen dem Referenzbild und ei-
nem zweiten Bild bewegen;
Erzeugen einer Belichtungsanpassungs-
schätzung zum Kompensieren eines be-
stimmten Pixelwerts von Pixeln, die in dem
maskierten Referenzbild enthalten sind, in-
dem für jeden bestimmten Pixelwert der
Durchschnitt der Differenzen von Pixelwer-
ten zwischen Pixeln mit dem bestimmten Pi-
xelwert in dem maskierten Referenzbild und
entsprechenden Pixeln in dem zweiten Bild
der Szene berechnet wird, wobei ein ent-
sprechendes Pixel in dem zweiten Bild ei-
nem Pixel in dem maskierten Referenzbild
entspricht, wenn die zwei Pixel denselben
Teil der Szene darstellen; und
Erzeugen eines kompensierten
Bildabschnitts des Referenzbilds, indem
die Belichtungsanpassungsschätzung zu
dem Wert von Pixeln addiert wird, die so-
wohl in einem Kompensationsabschnitt des
Referenzbilds sind als auch Pixelwerte
gleich dem bestimmten Pixelwert aufwei-
sen.

2. Einrichtung (103) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Ope-
rationen weiter umfassen:
Erzeugen der Maske durch logische ODER-Ver-
knüpfung einer Binärmaske für das Referenzbild mit
einer Binärmaske für das zweite Bild.

3. Einrichtung (103) nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei die
Operationen weiter umfassen:
Ermitteln einer Herzrate einer Person, die als ein Ob-
jekt in dem Referenzbild dargestellt und dem zweiten
Bild dargestellt ist, basierend auf dem kompensier-
ten Bildabschnitt des Referenzbilds und Abschnitt
des zweiten Bilds, entsprechend dem Kompensati-
onsabschnitt und basierend auf Änderungen in der
Farbe der Haut der Person.

4. Einrichtung (103) nach Anspruch 1, 2 oder 3, wobei
die Pixelwerte mindestens eines darstellen von: Rot,
Grün, Blau, Leuchtkraft, Rot-Differenzsättigung,
Blau-Differenzsättigung, oder Infrarot oder einem
Abschnitt des Lichtspektrums.

5. Verfahren, umfassend:

Erzeugen eines maskierten Referenzbilds, in-
dem eine Maske auf ein Referenzbild einer Sze-
ne aufgebracht wird, wobei das maskierte Re-
ferenzbild eine Vielzahl von Pixeln des Refe-
renzbilds umfasst, die außerhalb der Maske lie-
gen, wobei Aufbringen der Maske ein oder meh-
rere Objekte innerhalb des Referenzbilds aus-
schließt, die Farbe oder Helligkeit ändern
und/oder die sich zwischen dem Referenzbild
und einem zweiten Bild bewegen;
Erzeugen einer Belichtungsanpassungsschät-
zung zum Kompensieren eines bestimmten Pi-
xelwerts von Pixeln, die in dem maskierten Re-
ferenzbild enthalten sind, indem für jeden be-
stimmten Pixelwert der Durchschnitt der Diffe-
renzen von Pixelwerten zwischen Pixeln, die
den bestimmten Pixelwert in dem maskierten
Referenzbild aufweisen, und entsprechenden
Pixeln in dem zweiten Bild der Szene berechnet
wird, wobei ein entsprechendes Pixel in dem
zweiten Bild einem Pixel in dem maskierten Re-
ferenzbild entspricht, wenn die zwei Pixel den-
selben Teil der Szene darstellen; und
Erzeugen eines kompensierten Bildabschnitts
des Referenzbilds, indem die Belichtungsan-
passungsschätzung zu dem Wert von Pixeln ad-
diert wird, die sowohl in einem Kompensations-
abschnitt des Referenzbilds sind als auch Pixel-
werte gleich dem bestimmten Pixelwert aufwei-
sen.

Revendications

1. Appareil (103) comprenant :

un processeur ; et
une mémoire couplée au processeur, la mémoi-
re comprenant des instructions exécutables qui,
quand elles sont exécutées par le processeur,
amènent le processeur à effectuer des opéra-
tions comprenant :

la génération d’une image de référence
masquée en appliquant un masque à une
image de référence d’une scène, l’image de
référence masquée comprenant une plura-
lité de pixels de l’image de référence qui
tombent à l’extérieur du masque, dans le-
quel l’application du masque exclut un ou
plusieurs objets à l’intérieur de l’image de
référence qui changent de couleur ou de
luminosité et/ou qui se déplacent entre
l’image de référence et une seconde
image ;
la génération d’une estimation d’ajustement
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d’exposition pour compenser une valeur de
pixel particulière de pixels contenus dans
l’image de référence masquée en calculant,
pour chaque valeur de pixel particulière, la
moyenne des différences de valeurs de
pixel entre des pixels ayant ladite valeur de
pixel particulière dans l’image de référence
masquée et des pixels correspondants
dans la seconde image de la scène, dans
lequel un pixel correspondant dans la se-
conde image correspond à un pixel dans
l’image de référence masquée quand les
deux pixels représentent la même partie de
la scène ; et
la génération d’une portion d’image com-
pensée de l’image de référence en ajoutant
l’estimation d’ajustement d’exposition à la
valeur de pixels qui sont à la fois dans une
portion de compensation de l’image de ré-
férence et ont également des valeurs de
pixel égales à la valeur de pixel particulière.

2. Appareil (103) selon la revendication 1, les opéra-
tions comprenant en outre :
la génération du masque en effectuant un OU logi-
que d’un masque binaire pour l’image de référence
avec un masque binaire pour la seconde image.

3. Appareil (103) selon la revendication 1 ou 2, les opé-
rations comprenant en outre :
la détermination d’un rythme cardiaque d’une per-
sonne représentée comme un objet dans l’image de
référence et la seconde image sur la base de la por-
tion d’image compensée de référence et d’une por-
tion de la seconde image correspondant à la portion
de compensation et sur la base de changements
dans la couleur de la peau de la personne.

4. Appareil (103) selon la revendication 1, 2 ou 3, dans
lequel les valeurs de pixel représentent au moins un
parmi : le rouge, le vert, le bleu, une luminance, une
chrominance de différence de rouge, une chromi-
nance de différence de bleu, ou l’infrarouge, ou une
portion du spectre de lumière.

5. Procédé comprenant :

la génération d’une image de référence mas-
quée en appliquant un masque à une image de
référence d’une scène, l’image de référence
masquée comprenant une pluralité de pixels de
l’image de référence qui tombent à l’extérieur
du masque, dans lequel l’application du masque
exclut un ou plusieurs objets à l’intérieur de
l’image de référence qui changent de couleur
ou de luminosité et/ou qui se déplacent entre
l’image de référence et une seconde image ;
la génération d’une estimation d’ajustement

d’exposition pour compenser une valeur de pixel
particulière de pixels contenus dans l’image de
référence masquée en calculant, pour chaque
valeur de pixel particulière, la moyenne des dif-
férences de valeurs de pixel entre des pixels
ayant ladite valeur de pixel particulière dans
l’image de référence masquée et des pixels cor-
respondants dans la seconde image de la scè-
ne, dans lequel un pixel correspondant dans la
seconde image correspond à un pixel dans
l’image de référence masquée quand les deux
pixels représentent la même partie de la scène ;
et
la génération d’une portion d’image compensée
de l’image de référence en ajoutant l’estimation
d’ajustement d’exposition à la valeur de pixels
qui sont à la fois dans une portion de compen-
sation de l’image de référence et ont également
des valeurs de pixel égales à la valeur de pixel
particulière.
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